
URGENT: Insuring the Trans Mountain Pipeline March 22, 2021

David Long, Chief Executive Officer
Liberty Mutual

To Mr. Long,

As I am sure you are aware, your company is the ongoing target of a public campaign by
environmentalists and Indigenous Peoples, including my organization Stand.earth, due to your ongoing
business relationship with the Trans Mountain tar sands pipeline.

We have recently learned that Trans Mountain has requested that the Canadian Energy Regulator (CER)
treat its filing of Certificates of Insurance confidentially due to intense public pressure. Regardless of
whether the CER publishes the Certificate, or treats it as confidential, our campaign calling on insurance
companies to drop Trans Mountain will continue.

Now is the time for Liberty Mutual to publically indicate that you will not insure the Trans
Mountain Project, and that you will be adopting a policy that restricts insurance of tar sands
projects. Until we hear that you have cut ties with the Trans Mountain Project, you will continue to be a
target of this campaign. If you would like to meet with us to discuss how to proceed with adopting a policy
to preclude insurance for tar sands projects, we would be happy to work with you on this.

Trans Mountain reveals in their CER filing that our campaign has led to “higher insurance premiums” and
“challenges in maintaining adequate insurance coverage.” This means not only that our campaign is
working, it means that your decision on whether to continue supporting this project will have a real impact,
and as I am sure you are aware the insurance industry badly needs meaningful action on climate change.

Climate change is already having a huge impact on the insurance industry.  The Insurance Institute of
Canada’s 2020 report Climate Risks Implications for the Insurance Industry in Canada found that “since
the 1980s, the payouts for severe weather damage claims have doubled every 5 to 10 years. If the trend
continues it will drive profound, transformative change in Canada’s insurance industry...the average
annual severe weather claims paid by insurers in Canada is expected to double over the next 10 years,
increasing from $2.1 billion a year to $5 billion.”

If ambitious action on climate change is not taken, its impact on the insurance industry will continue to
grow. There is additionally, a growing expectation that companies demonstrate their environmental and
social responsibility in order to maintain social license. In light of these new public expectations, many
insurance companies are reconsidering their business connections through the lens of climate change
and choosing to cut ties with companies and projects that increase the extraction of the most carbon
intensive fossil fuels. Liberty Mutual has the opportunity to demonstrate its commitment to environmental
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responsibility and play a part in taking action on climate change by severing any relationship with the
Trans Mountain project and refusing to insure tar sands projects.

In recent years, there has been a sector-wide shift away from climate polluting fossil fuel projects. This is
especially true for most expensive, energy intensive and risky projects like Arctic oil and tar sands.To date
19 major insurance and reinsurance companies worldwide have adopted climate policies that limit or end
all insurance coverage for coal and/or tar sands projects, including three companies that insured Trans
Mountain as of 2020. In addition, over 20 major banks, including BNP and ING have adopted tar sands
finance restrictions due to the climate impacts of the sector.

Furthermore, the pipeline has not obtained the Free, Prior, and Informed Consent of impacted Indigenous
communities and is currently the subject of active litigation, and widespread public opposition. The project
has been successfully delayed by Indigenous-led frontline and legal resistance, which will continue.

We urge you to join the numerous institutions that have already distanced themselves from this
project by publicly indicating that you will refuse to insure the Trans Mountain project and work
with us to adopt a policy to facilitate exiting the tar sands sector.

Until we receive a response from you, we will assume that your company is planning on renewing
insurance for this destructive project and we will have no choice but to continue to target your company
as part of our campaign.

I look forward to hearing from you,

Kiki Wood
Senior Oil and Gas Campaigner
Stand.earth


